Kangaroo Sculpture at Mason Complex
Sponsor: Laurel Hagge, SA Vice President, Former SA Vice President Josh Jones, Junior Representative Ben Schmidt

Acknowledging that other sculptures made by students have been placed around campus

Recognizing that there are no sculptures outside of the Mason Complex that portray “Roo pride” or school spirit in general

Noting This sculpture will be permanently positioned on the campus of Austin College and will be an enduring testament to the spirit of the “Fighting Roos” for generations to come

Believing That this sculpture will improve the look and appeal of Mason Complex as an athletic building and will boost campus pride and/or spirit.

Be it resolved that the Student Assembly approves the budget and stipend:

Steel Plates
Two 4’x8’ sheets of 11 gauge at $150 each for a total of $300
One 4’x8’ sheet of 14 gauge for $100
One 4’x8’ sheet of 3/16 steel plate for $175
Total: $575

Expendable
One 10 lb. roll of 0.030 solid feed wire for $30
One cylinder 75-25 Argon/CO2 flux gas for $85
Misc grinder disk and pads for $100
Total: $215

$40 for a Placard recognizing SA and the artist
Powder coat finish for $500
Artist stipend of $500 for a total of $1830 for the project